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Perspective
As I recall my first appearance in

the Grass Roots, I remember corn-
menting that one either enters the golf
course management profession
through the maintenance shop or the
pro shop: love for the land or love for
the game. In my case it was clearly
love for the land, yet I remain fascinat-
ed with a game for which people devel-
op such passion. I am pleased to write
that I have found some answers-the
science of golf.

Science by definition is "a systemat-
ic accumulation of knowledge through
study or practice". My personal defini-
tion adds "thlnklnq about the complexi-
ties and subtleties of a vocation".
Therefore, I am captivated when I
encounter information that systemati-
cally probes the various aspects of my
profession. Recently, I have been
reading the Proceedings of the World
Scientific Congress of Golf held last
summer in St. Andrews, Scotland. It
contains 92 different papers and over
600 pages covering the world of golf
including the golfer, the equipment, the
golf course and finally the game.

The essence of the Proceedings is
wonderfully outlined by Mr. Frank
Thomas, the technical director of the
United States Golf Association
(USGA). Mr. Thomas writes, "golf is
one of the few activities which allows us
to satisfy a subconscious urge to evalu-
ate ourselves." He continues to suggest
that golf allows us to "periodically take
stock of ourselves through feelings of
humility." Still, one "derives an inner
warmth from achieving their goals"
which lies at the core of the passion.
Without knowing it, Mr. Thomas
describes for us who enter through the
maintenance shop, the feelings that
settle inside us when our course is pre-
pared to our satisfaction for all to enjoy.

The Golfer
As I read through the Proceedings, I

kept asking the question, "how does
this relate to the golf course superin-

tendent?" Would the respiratory pat-
tern during the golf swing or the analy-
sis of Tom Watson's play at the U.S.
Open over the last 13 years impact
course maintenance? (by the way,
Watson's lack of competitiveness at
major tournaments has long been
thought to be a result of poor putting.
Yet, statistically analyzing his 3719
shots during the Open we find it is a
decline in his tee to green play).
However, articles on the psychological
aspects of a golfer's performance does
provide some useful insight.

Psychology and Maintenance. If a
typical round of golf is played in 4
hours with 90 shots and 20 seconds
for each shot, then golf is only "played"
for about 30 minutes. The remaining
3.5 hours is spent thinking about per-
formance, but more likely it is spent
enjoying the beautiful surroundings
that are under our care. The article
continues to present in-depth discus-
sion relating optimum pertormance to
the golfer's ability to focus on the inter-
nal environment (goals, practice,
preparation and analysis) and avoid
expending energy on the uncontrol-
lable external environment (weather,
course conditions, opponents). In other
words, the golfers most critical of
course conditions could be considered
engaged in a violent struggle to men-
tally master the game.

The best players direct attention to
internal concerns that determine per-
formance. These ideas provide sup-
port for superintendents to focus
course maintenance on consistency,
maximizing the challenge of each hole
and maintaining a visually appealing
landscape. This information also sug-
gests that there is a strong correlation
between how much someone com-
plains and how well they are playing-
no surprise here.

A study was conducted to evaluate
the golfer's ability to read greens. The
conclusion was that poor putting per-
formance was a result of an inability to
determine the break in a green. Data
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was collected after the golfers under
study attempted the same putt 6 times.
The question in my mind remains,
"how do most golfers determine putting
green Quality?" Criticism of functional
performance such as speed, grain and
resiliency must be related to more the-
oretical psychology than reality.

The Golf Course
With an appreciation for what goes

on inside a golfer's head and how it
might explain some issues of golfer
expectations, I was interested in the
section that discussed the science of
the course. Of the 20 articles in this
section 50% were from the United
States (US), with the next most (30%)
from the United Kingdom (UK).

Ball Roll and Ball Impact. Stephen
Baker of the Sports Turf Research
Institute in the UK presented an article
that relates directly to the WGCSAI
WTA sponsored "Putting Green
Management Systems" research. Dr.
Baker discusses the influence of man-
agement factors on the playing (func-
tional) quality of putting greens.
Estimates for professional players indi-
cate that 66% of all golf shots involve
an interaction between the ball and the
golf green, either as an approach shot
or a putt. It is no surprise then that
when the greens are in rough shape,
the golfer's perception of the course
can be negative.

The interaction of the ball and the
surtace can be subdivided into ball roll
(green speed) or ball impact on the
green. There is considerably more infor-
mation on the influence of management
on ball roll than on ball impact.
However, large gaps in the effects of
wear, thatch and verticutting on ball roll
still exist with only a few studies to sup-
port management decisions. Ball roll is
less influenced by rootzone materials,
except in wet conditions, than is ball
impact, which is strongly influenced by
rootzone materials. The processes of
ball impact are more complex and relate
to resiliency characteristics, surface



anced among demand for golf, eco-
nomics and environmental concerns.
We are truly becoming more aware of
the biological and social issues that
impact the game. There is even a sug-
gestion that golf has a civilizing func-
tion that attempts to explain why it has
grown from an obscure and casual
game played by an elite few, to a
worldwide global obsession. The
authors suggest that tile discipline
involved to excel at golf has a civilizing
effect on the masses. Clearly, these
authors have never attended a green
committee meeting or been around on
men's day.

research at the Noer Facility strives to
identify some guidelines that could
then be tested on courses and evaluat-
ed by golfers. Is it possible we are
over-grooming the course?

hardness and amount of ball spin
retained after impact.

Another study conducted in the UK
specifically addressed golf ball impact
on the green. A conclusion of the study
was that greens with low amounts of
annual bluegrass provided a more firm
surface that enabled golfers to utilize
backspin. As annual bluegrass popula-
tions increased the ability to utilize
backspin decreased. This relationship
was suggested to be indirect, possibly
a result of increased moisture levels
that encourage annual bluegrass. Do
large populations of annual bluegrass
limit a superintendent's ability to devel-
op firm suriaces?

Player Perspective. Stephen Baker
suggests an interesting concept rela-
tive to player evaluation. He suggests
a written survey distributed to the
golfer to determine overall putting
green turt perlormance on the same
day that physical measurements of ball
roll and ball impact are collected. This
would enable a superintendent to
determine the actual quality prefer-
ences of the golfers using the course.
A superintendent could then focus on
maintenance practices that provide the
conditions most appreciated by the
players. This process has begun in
Wisconsin as the putting green

The Game
The golf course section of the

Proceedings contains articles on pesti-
cides and the environment, black layer
and other interesting topics. However,
an analysis of professional player per-
formance provides some interesting
bits of information with respect to
course maintenance. Driving distance
over the last 25 years has increased
only 12 yards, greens in regulation is
the same, but putting has improved by
approximately one stroke and
accounts for improved scoring over the
25-year period. I contend that the lack
of significantly improved periormance
over the period is a result of refined
maintenance practices that have
enabled the courses to maintain a con-
sistently challenging test that still
rewards accuracy and patience.
Course maintenance has improved as
player skill has improved.

The Proceedings conclude with arti-
cles that address the future of golf and
the need for new course development.
I was glad to see the discussion bal-

Closing Thought
I will always consider myself to be a

student of my profession (the science
of turigrass) and may never embody
all that the game of golf strives to
teach me. Yet, I am convinced that
continued progress in golf course man-
agement and science must include the
golfer. The superintendent will need to
develop management programs that
are refined to address the golfers' rea-
sonable expectations, linking quality to
maintenance. These programs will
emanate from the accumulation of
knowledge and experience-also
known as science. '*'

FOR SALE
Ryan Greensaire, good condition. Recent over-

haul of slides and glides. $1500.

Jacobsen 22" PGM wI 4 cycle Honda engine.
Very good condition. $1800.

Jacobsen model 590 3 pt. aerator wI slicing
knives and open spoon tines.

Good condition. $800.

Call Ric Lange at Meadowbrook Country Club @

414·635·0544

•
3 ~Toro Greensmaster 3000 cutting heads

with groomers. $1,900.

Hudson tow-behind sprayer, 150 gal. $950.

Harley Davidson golf cart. $400.

Contact AI Fude, Rock River CC @

414·324·5751

As a member of the grounds crew you will be
allowed to play on the course anytime you like ..
as long as it is a Monday, between the hours of
7:00a.m. and 9:00a.m. in the month of October it
is not raining and there are no scheduled
tournaments, charity benefits, office outings,
promotional events, sports fund raisers, children's
days, quilting bees, knitting club parties_
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